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North American Concrete is a certified swim spa 
installer for pool and spa companies across 
Ontario. We have our own spa pad installation 
division that focuses only on the swift and 
effective installation of up to 8 of these spa pads 
a day. Our team works closely with the 
specifications on structural pads that are 
designed to hold tonnes of weight and last the 
test of time. We back this with our 25-year spa 
pad warranty.

Why North American Concrete?

Stamped or decorative concrete can give your 
spa/hot tub pad, pool deck, stairs, driveway or 
patio the look of slate, tile or natural stone, 
without the negative results of deterioration or 
poor lifespan for your investment. Coming in a 
variety of stamps and colours to choose from 
stamped concrete can enhance the look of any 
surface and is easy to maintain once installed. 
Pleasing to the eye and durable, it’s no wonder 
that more and more people are turning towards 
stamped concrete as their long term solution for a 
variety of concrete projects.

FAQ

How much space do I need for access with machinery 
to our backyard?
Our equipment is specialized for residential 
applications and only requires 38” to get in and out of 
tight gates and paths. Should the gate be less, we can 
remove a section of fence or post and replace 
afterwards.

Is the price firm or are there any potential increases 
when viewing the property?
We guarantee our prices for our distributing clients. 
Our pricelist is firm unless the hot tub or swim spa pad 
is going on an unlevel area. This requires us to elevate 
the pad until it is level which requires more concrete 
thus increasing costs. 

Do you guarantee your work? If so, for how long?
Our work comes with a standard 25-year warranty for 
our products which can be printed off our website at 
https://na-concrete.com/warranty

Considering Stamped 
Concrete?

Hot Tub & Spa Pad Pricing 2023

Client pricing includes 30% off standard price 
for authorized dealers only. Dealer pricing 
specified is for Spa Shoppe Whitby.

Model:    Model 395
Shell Dimensions:   5.41’ x 7.08’
Height:    30” or 37”
Weight of Swim Spa Full: 2,442 lbs
Concrete Dimensions:               6’ x 8’
Pricing:    $5,580

Hot Tubs

Swim Spas

Model:    Model 495
Shell Dimensions:   6.58’ x 6.25’
Height:    37”
Weight of Swim Spa Full: 
Concrete Dimensions:               7’ x 7’
Pricing:    $5,750

Model:    19 DTFX 
AQUASPORT
Shell Dimensions:   7.5’ x 18.83’
Height:    52.75”
Weight of Swim Spa Full: 21,323 lbs
Concrete Dimensions:               9’ x 20’
Pricing:    $9,999

Model:    Model 670
Shell Dimensions:   7’ x 7’
Height:    39”
Weight of Swim Spa Full: 
Concrete Dimensions:               8’ x 8’
Pricing:    $6,480

Step Landings
4’ x 4’ step landing  $550

Covana Covers
Require additional 12” x 2” Dependent on pad 

Model:    12 FFP AQUAPLAY
Shell Dimensions:   7.75’ x 12.5’
Height:    48.75”
Weight of Swim Spa Full: 18,450 lbs
Concrete Dimensions:               9’ x 13’
Pricing:    $6,840 

Model:    14 AX AQUASPORT
Shell Dimensions:   7.75’ x 14.5’
Height:    52.75”
Weight of Swim Spa Full: 18,450 lbs
Concrete Dimensions:               9’ x 15’
Pricing:    $7,880 

Model:    17 AX AQUASPORT
Shell Dimensions:   7.75’ x 17.5’
Height:    52.75”
Weight of Swim Spa Full: 22,996 lbs
Concrete Dimensions:               9’ x 18’
Pricing:    $8,540


